Introduction
Let q ∈ C * , not a root of unity. Let g be a simple finite dimensional Lie algebra and g be the corresponding (untwisted) affine Kač-Moody algebra. The quantum affine algebra U q ( g) can equivalently be seen as the Drinfel'd-Jimbo, or standard, quantum universal enveloping algebra of g [Dri87, Jim85] ; or as the quantum affinization of the standard quantum universal enveloping algebra U q (g) [Dri88] . The latter point of view, sometimes referred to as Drinfel'd's current -or second, or new -presentation, is particularly well adapted to the study of finite dimensional representations. In particular, it provides a triangular decomposition (U − q ( g), U 0 q ( g), U + q ( g)) with respect to which all finite dimensional U q ( g)-modules turn out to be highest weight in a generalized sense [CP91, CP] . The corresponding generalization of the notion of weight, often referred to a s l-weights, consists in rank(g)-tuples of rational functions of a formal variable u. The finite dimensional simple U q ( g)-modules were classified by Chari and Pressley in terms of their highest l-weights, the so-called Drinfel'd polynomials. Their complete l-weight structure was then shown to be encoded in a q-character, [FR98] -see also [Kni95] -, generalizing the standard theory of characters to the quantum affine context. There exists an algorithm, due to Frenkel and Mukhin [FM01] , to compute the q-character of any module with a unique dominant l-weight. This too has a direct analog in classical representation theory; however, such modules are much more ubiquitous in the quantum affine case -essentially because the loop variable u lifts many degeneracies -, making the algorithm correspondingly more powerful.
The q-character χ q (V ) of a given U q ( g)-module V is a polynomial in an infinite set of formal variables (Y ±1 i,a ) 1≤i≤rank(g),a∈C * such that with each l-weight space V γ of V is associated a unique monomial m γ in the expression of χ q (V ), whose coefficient is equal to the dimension of V γ . When the latter is one-dimensional it constitutes a trivial U 0 q ( g)-module. Thus, when all the l-weight spaces of a U q ( g)-module V are one dimensionalwe shall say that V is thin, see definition 2.1 -, its structure as a U 0 q ( g)-module can be directly read off from its q-character. In contrast, when an l-weight space V γ has dimension strictly greater than one, or, equivalently, when the associated monomial m γ occurs in the expression of a q-character with a coefficient greater than one -we shall say that the module to which it pertains is thick -, its structure as a U 0 q ( g)-module is expected to become nontrivial. This feature, which has no direct analog in the representation theory of quantum groups of finite type, is related to the formation of non-trivial Jordan blocks for the action of the l-weight generators (φ ± i (u)) 1≤i≤rank(g) of U 0 q ( g) on V γ . In that case, restricting to U q ( sl 2 ) for simplicity -as we shall throughout this paper -, V γ is expected to admit a non-trivial Jordan filtration. The simplest non-trivial example is the U q ( sl 2 )-module V a ⊗ V a , where V a is the fundamental U q ( sl 2 )-module with spectral parameter a ∈ C * . It was discussed at the end of [Her05] . Except for this example, the actual structure of these Jordan filtrations is unknown. This clearly constitutes an important gap in the present understanding of the structure of finite-dimensional representations of quantum affine algebras, especially since many representations of interest are thick. For example, minimal affinizations are thin in types A and B but not in other types in general [Her07b] .
The first purpose of this paper is thus to determine the Jordan filtration of the l-weight spaces for standard modules of U q ( sl 2 ). We do so in Theorem 4.4. Standard modules were originally introduced in the context of K-theoretical realizations of quantum affine algebras and of their finite dimensional representations [GV93, Vas98, Nak01a] -see section 2 for an algebraic characterization due to [VV02] , and section 5 for a definition in terms of the Borel-Moore homology of Grassmannians. They constitute a basis of the Grothendieck ring Mod(U q ( sl 2 )) of the category of finite dimensional U q ( sl 2 )-modules. Moreover, there is a certain sense in which one can continuously interpolate between every thick standard module and the generic, thin, one. This property will allow us to construct explicitly thick standard modules as appropriate limits of thin standard modules and subsequently to determine the Jordan filtrations of t heir l-weight spaces.
As a corollary of Theorem 4.4, we establish a correspondence between the dimensions of the associated Jordan grades and the q, t-characters introduced by Nakajima. This proves in type A 1 a slightly modifed version of a conjecture in [Nak01b]. As we recall in section 5, q, t-character were first defined geometrically for standard modules over quantum affine algebras of simply laced type, as generating functions of Poincaré polynomials for graded quiver varieties of corresponding type [Nak01b]. This geometrical definition was subsequently axiomatized in [Nak04] and extended to arbitrary Lie algebras in [Her04] . q, t-characters constitute a generalization of q-characters in the sense that they evaluate to q-characters in the limit t = 1. The formal parameter t thus appears as a way to lift the degeneracies of the monomials in the q-characters of thick U q ( g)-modules and it is natural to expect that coefficients o f powers of t in q, t-characters encode the Jordan filtrations of the l-weight spaces of U q ( g)-modules in some way. The only discrepancy in our result as compared to the conjecture [Nak01b] is the necessity to reorder these coefficients into weakly decreasing order. Within any given l-weight space V γ , the dimensions of the associated Jordan grades are certainly weakly increasing with k: intuitively speaking, in a Jordan basis each Jordan chain "begins" at some grade and contributes +1 to the dimension of all subsequent grades until one reaches the eigenspace.
It is worth noting that, as it stands, theorem 4.4 does not tell us anything about those thick U q ( sl 2 )-modules that occur as non-trivial quotients of thick standard modules (including those thick simple modules that are isomorphic to tensor products of non-trivial Kirillov-Reshetikhin modules). Let us finally mention that, in [VV03], q, t-characters were also proven to encode a gradation of the l-weight spaces compatible with the action of a family of generators in U
ir there -which should not be mistaken for the one based on the l-weight operators that we consider here.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we recall the necessary facts about U q ( sl 2 ) and its finite dimensional representations, including the algebraic definition of standard modules. At the end of section 2, we choose a basis of l-weights of a general thin standard module and give explicitly the action of the generators of U q ( sl 2 ) in this basis. In sections 3 and 4 we find explicit bases for all thick standard modules, by regarding them as limiting cases of the thin standard modules in which the spectral parameters coincide. In particular, we compute the lengths and multiplicities of the Jordan chains of φ ± (u). Finally, in section 5 we recall the geometrical construction of standard modules and the definition of q, t-characters. This allows us to show that the latter do indeed encode the Jordan block structure of φ ± (u). We conclude by commenting on the geometrical interpretation of our results and what one could expect in higher rank cases.
2 The quantum affine algebra U q ( sl 2 ) and its finite dimensional representations
The quantum affine algebra U q ( sl 2 ) can be seen as the quantum affinization of the finite dimensional quantum algebra U q (sl 2 ). From this point of view, U q ( sl 2 ) is an associative algebra over C generated by
In this paper, since we are only concerned with finite dimensional representations of U q ( sl 2 ) and, since it suffices [CP] to see these as representations of the quantum loop algebra U q (Lsl 2 ), we shall, as usual, ignore the central elements c ±1/2 . Arranging the remaining generators into the following formal power series
3) the defining relations of U q (Lsl 2 ) read For the standard coproduct in the current presentation above see [Tho00] . There also exists a so-called current coproduct:
although one should keep in mind that this is, strictly speaking, ill-defined because of the infinite sums involved on the r.h.s. of (2.11) and (2.12) -see e.g. [Gro07, Her07a] for a rigorous treatment.
For any U q ( sl 2 )-module V and any formal series
Whenever dim V γ > 0, one says that γ is an l-weight of V and that V γ is the corresponding l-weight space. A representation of U q ( sl 2 ) is of type 1 if it is the direct sum of its lweight spaces (and c ±1/2 acts as the identity on it). It is known [FR98] that for every finite-dimensional type 1 representation of U q ( sl 2 ), every l-weight is of the form
where the right hand side is to be treated as a series in positive (resp. negative) integer powers of u for γ + (u) (resp. γ − (u)), and Q and R are monic polynomials 1 , 
It is injective [FR98] .
As we argued in the introduction, the q-character of a given U q ( sl 2 )-module characterizes its structure as a U 0 q ( sl 2 )-module more or less completely depending on the dimensions of its different l-weight spaces. The crucial distinction is given by the following Definition 2.1 A U q ( sl 2 )-module of type 1 is thin if and only if all its l-weight spaces have dimension 1. Otherwise, it is thick.
While knowledge of the q-character of a thin module completely characterizes its structure as a U 0 q ( sl 2 )-module, it only gives partial information as to the U 0 q ( sl 2 )-module structure of thick modules.
Definition 2.2 The fundamental U q ( sl 2 )-module at spectral parameter a ∈ C * , V a , is the simple U q ( sl 2 )-module with Drinfel'd polynomial P (u) = (1 − au).
It may be shown that
Thus, V a is thin. Furthermore, it is simple and the simplest example of a standard module.
A theorem due to Varagnolo and Vasserot [VV02] provides (for q ∈ C * not a root of unity, as here) a purely algebraic identification of standard modules. In the case of U q ( sl 2 ), it allows us to make the following Definition 2.3 Let P ∈ C[u] be a monic polynomial. Let (a −1 i ) 1≤i≤deg P be the roots of P arranged in any order such that ℓ < k =⇒ a ℓ /a k = q 2 . Then the standard module M(P ) is defined by
(where the right-hand side is an ordered tensor product).
(The non-trivial result is that the ordering imposed on the a i ensures that this definition makes sense not only at the level of equivalence classes in Mod(U q ( sl 2 )) but even at the level of isomorphism classes in the category of finite dimensional U q ( sl 2 )-modules itself. Note that, in our conventions for the coproduct, V aq −1 ⊗ V aq admits a trivial submodule and is highest l-weight, whereas V aq ⊗ V aq −1 admits a trivial quotient module and is not, c.f. [CP91] .)
The following proposition is adapted from [Nak01a] , proposition 13.3.1.
Proposition 2.4 Let P ∈ C[u] be a monic polynomial. The standard module M(P ) is a highest l-weight module with highest l-weight
namely, there exists v ∈ M(P ) such that the following hold:
As already mentioned, standard modules need not be simple in general. However, we have
The standard module M(P ) is simple -and therefore isomorphic to L(P ) -if and only
Thus, for generic P , L(P ) ∼ = M(P ). More generally, for every Drinfel'd polynomial P , the simple module L(P ) is the unique simple quotient of M(P ). So, when P is such that M(P ) is not simple, L(P ) becomes a non-trivial quotient of M(P ). This produces a discontinuity in the dimension of L(P ) while smoothly varying the roots of P .
It is thin if and only if
Proof. Immediate from the definition (2.21) of M(P ) together with the fact that χ q is a homomorphism of rings.
Intuitively, thickness arises as a consequence of having at least two fundamental factors with equal spectral parameters. Consider, for example, V ⊗n aq −1 , for any n > 1. It is thick and, indeed,
illustrating the pattern in which multiplicities occur in q-characters of U q ( sl 2 )-modules.
In the next sections, in order to understand the Jordan structure of thick standard modules, we shall continuously interpolate between a generic thin standard module and every thick standard module. To do so, we introduce the following Definition 2.8 For all n ∈ N and all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (C * ) n we write
V (a 1 ,...,an) varies continuously with (a 1 , . . . , a n ) in the sense discussed above and the thick standard modules with Drinfel'd polynomial of order n are simply those V (a 1 ,...,an) for which the elements of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) fail to be pairwise distinct; we shall say that they are coincident. In sections 3 and 4 below, thick standard modules are therefore studied as particular coincident limits of some thin standard module. In practice, we construct an explicit basis of V (a 1 ,...,an) , for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (C * ) n , from the one whose existence is guaranteed by the following Proposition 2.9 For all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ (C * ) n whose elements are pairwise distinct, there exists a basis
Proof. It is straightforward to check that, given (2.25-2.27), the defining relations (2.4-2.8) are realized on the set of vectors (
. The latter therefore spans a thin U q ( sl 2 )-module, V , whose q-character is equal, by construction, to χ q (V (a 1 ,...,an) ). Furthermore, V is a highest l-weight module: it admits |V ∅ as a highest l-weight vector and
By lemma 2.6, we thus have V ∼ = V (a 1 ,...,an) as U q ( sl 2 )-modules; hence the result.
3 The n-fold coincident limit Proposition 2.9 provides an explicit basis of the standard module V (a 1 ,...,an) , valid whenever the elements of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) are pairwise distinct. In the remainder of the paper we consider limits in which certain elements of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) coincide. We begin, in this section, by considering the case in which all the elements of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) tend to a common value, a; subsequently, in section 4, we go to the general case.
Thus, let us consider the n-fold coincident limit obtained by first setting
for some a ∈ C * and pairwise distinct α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ C * , and then sending ǫ ∈ C to zero.
It is apparent from (2.26-2.27) that various matrix elements are singular in this limit:
On the other hand, the module V (a 1 ,...,an) itself is known to be well-defined for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) in a neighbourhood B ⊂ (C * ) n of the point (a, . . . , a) ∈ (C * ) n , so these singularities must be an artifact of the choice of basis. Our goal is thus to construct a new basis, say
of V (a 1 ,...,an) in which the limit makes sense: that is, a basis in terms of which the matrix elements are regular for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ B. We will work initially with ǫ = 0 and define a new basis explicitly in term of the old:
where the change-of-basis matrix M = M(ǫ; α 1 , . . . , α n , a, q) must of course be non-singular and invertible for ǫ = 0. In the limit ǫ → 0 we will demand that M becomes non-invertible (and its inverse singular) in such a way as to absorb all the singularities of the matrix elements in the |V -basis. That is, writing
where x ∈ U q ( sl 2 ), we demand that all the matrix elements
Jordan blocks, even though ρ V (φ ± (u)) is diagonal (and not, itself, singular in the limit).
With this outline in place, let us proceed to define the basis |Z A and show it has the required properties. 
A to be the partition (i.e. weakly decreasing sequence of non-negative integers, which it is convenient here to allow to end with one or more zeros) whose m parts are given by λ We need to be able to invert this change of basis. To that end, if B ⊆ [[1, n]] with k = |B|, define the permutation w B ∈ S n to be
and note that ε(w B ) = and hence ε(w B )ε(w B ) = (−1) |B|·|B| . Given any matrix (m i,j ) 1≤i,j≤n , one has
n , det(z 
where of course δ A,C is defined to be 1 if A = C and 0 otherwise. But by (3.11),
Comparing these two expressions, and noting that for any subset B ⊆ [[1, n]] with k elements the Vandermonde determinant can be factored as
we find
The above result allows us to recover the |V B in terms of the |Z A , for we have established
For all 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let Λ k denote the ring of symmetric polynomial functions of k variables with complex coefficients. When we wish to specify that the variables are z 1 , . . . , z k we will write
has k elements and p ∈ Λ k we will continue to write p(z B ) as a shorthand for p(z B 1 , . . . , z B k ) . The first important property of the basis |Z A is then contained in the following Proof. Since the Schur polynomials form a C-basis for Λ k [Mac] , it suffices in the first sum to consider p = s µ for all partitions µ having k parts. (We allow the possibility that some of the parts are zero, as noted above.) And then indeed, using proposition 3.2 and (3.7), one has that the first sum is equal to
This is in the right form to apply (3.15) and then (3.11); on doing so one has simply
where (τ i ) 1≤i≤n is the sequence formed by concatenating (µ k+1−i + i) 1≤i≤k and (C i ) 1≤i≤n−k (whose entries, unlike those of A#C above, need not be elements of [[1, n]], since the parts of µ can be arbitrarily large). For any C such that the τ i are not all distinct, the coefficient of |Z C vanishes. Otherwise, (τ i ) 1≤i≤n is a permutation of the strictly increasing sequence (ρ n+1−i + i) 1≤i≤n defined by some partition ρ with n parts and, up to a sign, the coefficient of |Z C is s ρ ∈ C[z 1 , . . . z n ] Sn , as required.
Likewise, in the second sum it suffices to consider the Schur polynomials,p = s µ , for partitions µ with n−k parts. Let c ρ µν be the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients, i.e. s µ s ν = ρ c ρ µν s ρ . Then
and here we can use similar manipulations to those above -that is,
where now (τ i ) 1≤i≤n is the concatenation of (1, . . . , k) with (ρ n−k+1−i + i) 1≤i≤n−k ; and the result is once more a symmetric polynomial in z 1 , . . . z n .
We will now argue that the |Z A are a good basis in the ǫ → 0 limit in the sense discussed above, c.f. (3.
where R τ is a symmetric Laurent polynomial 2 in m variables defined by
Remark: When in addition τ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ τ m ≥ 0, so that τ is a partition, R τ is proportional to the Hall-Littlewood polynomial Q τ ; for the definition see [Mac] , especially (III.2.14).
Proof. First observe that, for any 0 ≤ k ≤ m,
. . . y
. . . y τm Bµm (3.24)
i,j∈B i<j
i∈B j∈B
(This can be seen as a q-deformed analog of (3.11).) Now we will establish (3.22) by induction on m. It is trivial for m = 0. Suppose that it holds for some m ≥ 0. Let
and therefore (3.22) holds also for m + 1 by virtue of the observation above (with k = 1).
which is a skew-symmetric Laurent polynomial and therefore divisible by i<j (y j − y i ) in the ring of Laurent polynomials in y 1 , . . . , y m . The quotient, R τ , is thus indeed a symmetric Laurent polynomial. Now, on setting a i = a + z i = a + ǫα i , we can expand (3.22) in powers of ǫ to find that for all m ≥ 0 and all τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ m ) ∈ Z m ,
for some symmetric power series R
Sm . The right-hand side is trivially zero for m > n. For all 0 ≤ m ≤ n we can regard R ′ τ as an infinite sum of (say, homogeneous) elements of Λ m . By applying proposition 3.3 term-by-term in this sum, we conclude that, for all τ = (τ 1 , . . . , τ m ) ∈ Z m ,
for certain symmetric power series c A,
Sn . On the other hand, it follows from proposition 2.4 that, for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ B, these vectors span V (a 1 ,...,an) (as a C-module). Since we have shown that each of them is a linear combination of the |Z A , with coefficients that remain finite in the limit ǫ → 0, we have indeed shown that V (a 1 ,. ..,an) for all (a 1 , . . . , a n ) ∈ B.
Clearly, in the coincident limit only those A ⊆ [[1, n]] in the sum (3.27) for which c A,τ is proportional to the identity polynomial survive. Note that one could in principle also construct a well-defined basis from vectors of the form x − τm . . . x − τ 1 |V ∅ directly. However, the |Z A basis as defined above also has the important property that φ ± (u) acts uppertriangularly, in a sense to which we now turn. 
Action of φ
The next task is to unravel the Jordan block structure of the Cartan generators φ ± (u) in the basis |Z A . It is helpful to factor φ ± (u) (understood here, by a slight abuse of notation, purely as a map V (a 1 ,...,an) → V (a 1 ,...,an) ) as follows
where
is the generating function of the complete symmetric functions h r = s (r) and
(1 + ty i ) = r≥0 t r e r (y 1 , . . . , y m ) (3.32)
is the generating function of the elementary symmetric functions e r = s (1 r ) . It is clear that in the coincident limit only the (diagonal) leading term of φ ± H (u) survives; the rest, proportional to complete symmetric polynomials in z 1 , . . . , z n of strictly positive degrees, go to zero. It is rather φ with |A| elements such that the Ferrers diagram of λ C is obtained from that of λ A by adding r boxes, no two in any one row (resp. column). 
Recall the Pieri formula s λ A e r = λ ′ s λ ′ , where the sum is over every partition λ ′ whose
Ferrers diagram can be obtained from that of λ A by adding r extra boxes, no two in the same row (see e.g. [Mac] ). Since we are concerned with symmetric polynomials of a specific number, |A|, of variables, we can ignore those λ ′ that have more than |A| parts. Moreover, if a given λ ′ has any part greater than n − |A| then the sequence (λ Sn of strictly positive degree and therefore vanish in the coincident limit. Thus, only partitions λ ′ whose Ferrers diagrams "fit", in the obvious sense, inside the (n − |A|) × |A| "frame" defined by the lattice path of A, c.f. figure 1, contribute in the limit. These are the partitions of the form
Turning to φ ± • (u), we have from definition 3.1 and proposition 3.2 that
Here we may again use the Pieri formula, now for the polynomials in the z B , and, arguing as above, conclude that the non-vanishing summands in the coincident limit are those where A ∈ e(C, r); or, equivalently, C ∈ h(A, r). The result follows, on using (3.10).
Finally, to verify that φ ± • (u) and φ ± • (u) continue to commute in the coincident limit (so that the order of the factors in (3.28) remains unimportant), it suffices to note the following: For any r, s ≥ 0, the triplets of partitions (λ, λ ′ , λ ′′ ) such that λ ′ can be obtained from λ by adding r boxes, no two in any one row, and λ ′′ can be obtained from λ ′ by adding s boxes, no two in any one column, are in bijection with the triplets (λ, λ ′′′ , λ ′′ ) such that λ ′′′ can be obtained from λ by adding s boxes, no two in one column, and λ ′′ can be obtained from λ ′′′ by adding r boxes, no two in one row. One way to see this is as follows. The skew diagram θ = λ ′′ − λ can be written as a disjoint union, θ = ⊔ i θ i , of finitely many connected components θ i , each of which is a border strip (see e.g. [Mac] for the definitions). Consider each θ i in turn. Label every box of θ i by an arrow, if the box is in λ ′ , otherwise. By construction, precisely one of the following must hold: (i) every row has exactly one or (ii) every column has exactly one . In case (i), reverse the sequence of arrows in each row; in case (ii), reverse the sequence of arrows in each column. Repeat for each θ i . The resulting labelling defines λ ′′′ . This map is clearly involutive. As examples,
are a pair of border strips of type (i), while
are a pair of type (ii).
Remark: Note that The alternating factor (−1) j ensures that the paired terms cancel in the sum.
By similar arguments it is also possible to compute the explicit actions of the raising and lowering operators in the |Z A basis (which gives a more direct demonstration that the basis is well-behaved). For brevity we shall simply state without proof the following and, for all k ≥ 0, let
The F k V m,n define a decreasing filtration of V m,n ,
with G k V m,n ∼ = F k V m,n F k+1 V m,n ∀k ≥ 0 the associated gradation:
Now denote by
the t-binomial coefficients. It is known -see e.g. [Mac] -that these yield the counting function for the dimensions of the subspaces of definite grade:
Example: In the case n = 4, m = 2, dim G 0 = dim G 1 = dim G 3 = dim G 4 = 1 and dim G 2 = 2, which can be pictured as follows:
In view of (3.28) and proposition 3.6, each V m,n is an l-weight space -c.f. (2.14) -of the module V (a n ) : let
then it is clear from proposition 3.6 and the remark following that ψ ± m,n;0 = 0 and that ψ ± m,n (u) is strictly upper triangular with respect to the filtration {F k V m,n }, in the sense that ψ
In order to compute the lengths and multiplicities of the Jordan chains of φ ± ±r , r ∈ N 0 , it will actually suffice to consider only the leading superdiagonal elements of ψ ± m,n (u), i.e. to consider the map
by setting, for all r ∈ N * , N ± m,n;±r := a ±r−1 q ±n−(1±1)m (q −2 − q 2 )P m,n;r−1 (q) (3.51) with P m,n;r (q) := r p 1 =r−n+2
(−1)
Define also the linear map
Proof. By proposition 3.6, we have
The result follows by expanding the right hand side into formal power series in u ±1 .
We need to understand the Jordan chains of X. This problem has been solved in [Pro82] 
where b is the unique element of B \ A. It is then a straightforward exercise to verify Under this action, V m,n decomposes into a direct sum of irreducible representations,
m,n , T ∈ N, whose lowest weight vectors we shall write as (s t ) 1≤t≤T . We have
and hence s t ∈ G 1 2 m(n−m)−ht V m,n and dim(V (t) m,n ) = 2h t + 1; let us choose to order the summands such that these dimensions form a weakly decreasing sequence. Then
is a basis of V m,n in which by construction X is in Jordan normal form. The Jordan chains are the irreps V (t) m,n and we know, by considering how these irreps are constructed using the usual techniques of sl 2 representation theory, that dim(V (t) m,n ) is equal to the number of distinct k such that dim G k V m,n ≥ t. (Hence, in particular, the sequence Next we note the following elementary result.
is a decreasing filtration of the finite dimensional C-vector space V and that, for some index
The relevance of the above sl 2 -decomposition to the Jordan structure of φ ± (u) is that Proof. We want to prove that there exists a set of vectors (s t ) 1≤t≤T in V m,n such that (ψ ± m,n;±r )
is a basis of V m,n in which ψ ± m,n;±r is in Jordan normal form. In order to do so, we first observe that, proposition 3.9,
for all 1 ≤ t ≤ T , 0 ≤ p ≤ 2h t . As q is not a root of unity, eq. (3.51) implies that N ± m,n;±1 = 0. If, furthermore, q is transcendental, it cannot be a root of P m,n;r (q) ∈ Q[q ±1 ]
and hence, eq. (3.51), N ± m,n;±r = 0, for all r ∈ N * . Since (X p s t ) 1≤t≤T ;0≤p≤2ht is a basis of V m,n , lemma 3.11 implies that ψ ± m,n;±r
is also a basis of V m,n for any set (s t ) 1≤t≤T of vectors such that
. Thus, it suffices to prove that a set (s t ) 1≤t≤T satisfying (3.63) can be chosen in such a way that, for every
This is obviously true for t = 1, as h 1 = m(n − m)/2 implies that (ψ ± m,n;±r ) 
Now note that (X p s t ) 1≤t≤t ′ ;p≥h t ′ +1 +ht+2 is a basis of F1 2 m(n−m)+h t ′ +1 +2 V m,n and that therefore, in view of (3.62), (ψ ± m,n;±r )
is also a basis of F1 2 m(n−m)+h t ′ +1 +2 V m,n by lemma 3.11 above. Hence, there exists a set (α t,p ) 1≤t≤t ′ ;p≥h t ′ +1 +ht+2 of elements of C such that
(3.68)
Thus, settings 
The general standard module
Having treated the standard module V (a 1 ,...,an) in the limit in which all the elements of (a 1 , . . . , a n ) converge to a common value, it remains to consider the general case. where, for each
for pairwise distinct complex numbers (α
. We want to take the limit ǫ → 0. When ǫ = 0 but sufficiently small, the |V A of (2.25-2.27) constitute a good basis. Let us write these basis vectors as V A (1) ,...,A (r) , with
. Then the change of basis in Definition 3.1 generalizes to V (a 1 ,. ..,an) in the limit defined by taking ǫ → 0 in (4.1).
On factoring φ ± (u) exactly as in (3.28), the counterpart of proposition (3.6) is Proposition 4.2 In the limit defined by taking ǫ → 0 in (4.1), φ ± • (u) and φ ± • (u) commute and
,(n) be the corresponding filtration, and let π k : V (m),(n) → G k V (m),(n) be the linear map such that
The V (m),(n) are the l-weight spaces, and indeed ψ
Now define linear maps ∆
are the maps of (3.52-3.55) acting in slot s. It follows from proposition 3.10 together with the fact that ∆ r is indeed the usual r-fold algebra-like coproduct of sl 2 that the maps ∆ r X, ∆ r Y , ∆ r H are a realization of sl 2 . Consequently
as representations of sl 2 . In particular, the Jordan chains of X are the sl 2 -irreducible components of this tensor product.
For definiteness, let us consider the mode ψ + (m),(n),1 . The argument is similar for other modes but, by virtue of the strict upper-triangularity of ψ ± (m),(n),±r for all r ∈ N 0 , it is enough to consider one mode and to show that its Jordan chains are of maximal length consistent with the gradation G k . The leading superdiagonal component of ψ + (m),(n),1 is proportional to ∆ r X:
Therefore, by the same logic as in section 3.2, the Jordan blocks of φ + 1 in V (m),(n) have the same dimensions and multiplicities as those of ∆ r X. Finally, we note that
where the outer sum is over all r-compositions of k, so that the counting functions are multiplicative and hence, given (3.48), r s=1 ms(ns−ms)
We have therefore established the following theorem, which gives the dimensions of the Jordan grades for a general standard module M(P ). Y −ms a (s) q 2 in χ q (M(P )) and let, for all k ∈ N,
denote the Jordan filtration of the corresponding l-weight space M γ (P ). Then
is given by sorting the coefficients of powers of t in r s=1 ns ms t into weakly decreasing order.
q,t-characters
Thus far our considerations have been purely combinatorial and representation-theoretic. In this section we give a geometrical context for the result above. To do so we first recall the geometrical definition of standard modules [GV93, Nak01a] and q, t-characters [Nak01b].
(An axiomatic definition of q, t-characters was subsequently given in [Nak04] for simply laced types and, in all types, in [Her04] .) The standard modules are defined geometrically in terms of graded quiver varieties. In type A 1 , the relevant graded quiver variety is On the homology side, the U q ( sl 2 )-module structure is obtained through the convolution product [GV93] . Proposition 5.1 is the original geometrical definition of standard modules and it is a non-trivial result of [VV02] to establish that this geometrical definition agrees with the algebraic one given in definition 2.3.
The l-weight spaces of M(P ) are isomorphic to the direct summands H • (Gr • (U, W ), C) where the sum runs over isomorphism classe of C * -graded subspaces of W .
We have, by construction,
where, for all m ≤ n ∈ N, we denote by Gr(m, n) the usual Grassmannian of m-dimensional subspaces of C n . It is enough, therefore, to focus, as we did in section 3 above, on the n-fold coincident case. That is, we pick an a ∈ C * , and set W = W a ∼ = C n . Consider, in particular, the l-weight space given by U = U aq ∼ = C m . The set of Schubert classes -i.e. the set of fundamental classes of the Schubert subvarieties -of the Grassmannian Gr(m, n), constitutes a basis of H • (Gr(m, n), C) [Ful] . For each k ∈ N, the Schubert classes in H 2k (Gr(m, n), C) are in bijection with the Ferrers diagrams with k boxes that fit into a rectangle of size m × (n − m).
In this way, one arrives from the geometrical perspective at the same combinatorial objects as in section 3. In particular we have the well-known result that the Poincaré polynomial of Gr(m, n) is given by n m t 2 , and hence that Theorem 5.3 Let P ∈ C[u] be a monic polynomial and M(P ) be the standard U q ( sl 2 )-module with Drinfel'd polynomial P . Then, for every l-weight γ of M(P ), there exists n(γ) ∈ N and a permutation σ γ ∈ S n(γ) such that
The geometrical construction of quantum affine algebras and of their standard modules generalizes to every quantum affine algebra of simply laced type in the context of quiver varieties [Nak01a] . In the particular case of quantum affine algebras of type A N −1 with N > 2 for example, the relevant quiver variety admits an explicit characterization involving N-step partial flags in place of Grassmannians. In that case, standard modules correspond to the Borel-Moore homology of fibers at points in the intersection of the Slodowy slice and the closure of some nilpotent orbit [Nak94, Maf05] .
From that geometrical perspective, it is natural to expect that theorem 5.3 extends to every quantum affine algebra of simply laced type. To prove this using the techniques of the present paper it is necessary first to construct, by a limiting procedure as in section 3, bases of thick standard modules in which the φ ± i (u) act upper-triangularly. In type A N −1 this is possible at least for tensor products of the first fundamental representation, the analogs of the vectors |Z A being labelled by N-step filtrations of [[1, n]]. Further work is then needed to establish that the Jordan blocks are of the expected dimensions.
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